**August 07, 2019 Payload 1 Daily Flight Report**

**Date:** 2019-08-07  
**Flight Campaign ID:** 2019_P1C1  
**Airport, FBO ID, City:** Nashua, New Hampshire (KASH)

**Domain:** 01  
**Sites Flown:** Transit Day (KOSU-KIPT-KASH)  
**Days left in Domain:** 28

**Report Author:** John Adler  
**Flight Crew:** John Adler  
**Ground/GPS:** Mitch Haynes  
**Pilots:** Jeff Quintanilla, David Little  
**Additional Personnel:** n/a  
**GPS Instruments:** AOP-05

**Flight Hours:** 1.9 / 1.6  
**Hours until maintenance:** 63.3

**Summary:** The transit to Nashua was completed, the system is now cooling down to begin the D01 collection effort.

**Comments:** The AOP GPS-5 was set up at the airfield and the extra power cord(s) were shipped back to Boulder. The plan is to operate out of Manchester (KMHT) when the Nashua runway is closed next week.

**Conclusions:** None.

**Weather Forecast:**  
Nashua, NH

**Flight Collection Plan for 09 August 2019**  
Begin flying HARV or BART.  
**Flight Plan Name:** D01_HARV_C1_P1_v1.pln or D01_BART_R1_P1_v1.pln  
**On-Station Time:** 1340-2000 UTC / 0940-1600 Local